
Today I’m going to be reviewing Famous Taco. 

     Alright, so i will start by saying the food at Famous taco was basically the only best part of 

my experience. I had the Wet Burrito combo because i got told that it one of the good thing on 

the Menu I picked the combo so i can get all the wet burritos in one . Unfortunately I was let 

down it wasn’t as good a i thought it would of been, but i should of known that i don’t like 

burritos. Not that It was bad, but it really wasn’t anything special. It was really only just the 

burritos and some rice I didn’t try the rice, but the drink I had a sprite and that was really the 

only good thing. I’d say the food gets a 4/10.  

      The service was terrible at Famous Taco. I walked in and sat myself down. It was almost like 

5 minutes until they attended to me, which is something that I’ve never really had done to me 

before, at a restaurant. Although I enjoyed my conversation with my family, the service could’ve 

been a lot faster. The food got out to us pretty fast, so that was a best part of it. 

     Now onto the atmosphere. Honestly the best way to sum it up is awful, the cleanness was 

differently unclean. I’d say the worst part about everything was the bathroom, the bathroom was 

really dirty and ran down, there was a hole in the wall, the toilet was really had to flush, and the 

sink didn’t have any soap and the handle was barely on the faucet. At the point i wanted to go 

home and take a shower. The tables were nice but the chairs were not, the seats were ripped 

and not pleasant to sit on.  

    Price, oh the price is definitely way to high then it should of, the wet burrito combo is priced at 

$11.99 which is really high, almost everything on the menu is priced at 10.99 or more.  



I give Famous Taco a 3/10 and that's still a high scoring for how poorly kept and survive they 

had. I recommend you not to go to Famous Taco.  

  


